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Introducing a new kind of electric violin, inspired by the organic beauty
of wood, the simplicity of clean lines and the comfort of light weight.
Featuring innovative Yamaha sound, these four- and five-string
models are gorgeous live-performance instruments.

“I can close my eyes
and it feels like my
acoustic violin.”

Body
Maple, mahogany and spruce woods produce a
rich, strong tone as the bow grips the string.

Frame
Walnut brings an ideal blend of flexibility and strength in a five-layer wood
design that is not only striking but also contributes to natural resonance
vibration when played with a bow.

Pickup
The professional-grade bridge pickup, carried over from the Silent Violin Pro
series, captures the instrument’s attack and the player's expressive bowing
nuances while effectively picking up the sound of the entire instrument.

The natural touch points and curves allow
the player to effortlessly move between the
YEV and a standard acoustic violin. The
instrument’s shape allows for most standard
shoulder rests, chin rests and tailpieces.

“It feels so natural.”
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Specifications
YEV104

YEV105
Natural (NT)

Available Colors

YEV104NT

YEV104BL

YEV105NT

YEV105BL

Black (BL)

Size

4/4

Neck

Maple

Body

Spruce/Mahogany/Maple

Frame

Walnut

Fingerboard

Rosewood

Tuning Pegs/Chin Rest
Strings

Ebony
D’Addario Zyex *D’Addario Helicore on the 5th string YEV105 only

Bridge / Pickup

Maple with built-in Piezo-electric Pickup

Tailpiece

Synthetic Resin (equipped with fine tuners)

Controls

Volume control, Selector Switch (Volume Control activation switch)

Output

Passive output

Dimensions (LxWxH)
Weight

592×204×111mm

607×204×120 mm

approx. 550g

approx. 580g

Bow, case, rosin, shoulder rest, cable are not included.

Connections and System Example
Amp

Powered Speaker

Mixer

Amp

Pre-amp

D.I.

Effector

Recommended Accessories (optional)
Great Tone Anywhere

World Class Effects

Wireless freedom. Cable simplicity.

THR10

POD HD500X

Relay G10

THR10 packs in everything you need for an off-stage
amp. Real tube amp tone and dynamics, great sound at
low volume, genuine hi-fi quality stereo playback and
full recording capabilities. Get ready to spend a lot more
time playing the violin.

Packed with stunning HD amps and world-class effects,
this is one of the world’s most advanced multi-effects.
Featuring incredible depth, character and touch nuance,
the POD HD X series will inspire your playing and take
your creativity further—on stage or in the studio.

The Line 6 Relay® G10 is incredibly easy to use—it
works just like a cable. You get incredible sound quality,
rock-solid performance, and the freedom of digital
wireless—all from the world’s easiest, most compact
instrument wireless system.

